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- The Institutional
Crypto Currency
Exchange
(From the FCA regulated Exchange operators - LMAX Exchange)

Institutional only deliverable Crypto currency, spot trading and custodial services for
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash and Ripple.

The ground-breaking
Institutional Crypto Currency Exchange

(From the FCA regulated Exchange operators - LMAX Exchange)
With over $10 trillion of FIAT traded on our exchanges to date and printing over 200K trades
per day for Institutional clients in over 100 countries, LMAX Exchange technology is in the
process of transforming the world's largest financial market, global FX, through transparent,
fair, precise and consistent execution.
Now everything we’ve learned in the Institutional FX market has been applied to our latest
exchange, LMAX Digital - the first truly Institutional Crypto Currency Exchange.

LMAX Digital delivers complete transparency, open access and a level playing field for all
Crypto currency market participants - within a secure and trusted trading environment.

› Delivering trust, reliability and deep institutional liquidity
› Built on real-world, proven LMAX Exchange technology
› Trusted, transparent and secure trading environment
› Central limit order book
› Streaming, firm institutional liquidity only
› Ultra-low latency, precise, consistent execution
› Best of breed security, compliance and AML/KYC expertise
› Safe and secure hot/warm/cold multi-signature wallets
› Full custodian solution

Ensuring global Institutions
acquire, trade and hold Crypto currencies
safely & securely.
LMAX Digital sales: +44 33 3700 4096 | info@LMAXdigital.com | www.LMAXdigital.com
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› Financial institutions, banks, corporates, brokers and asset managers
Spot instruments: › Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash and Ripple
Access:
› LMAX FIX 4.2 /4.4, API, ITCH (market data), web GUI, mobile
› No additional integration required for existing LMAX Exchange clients
Connectivity:
› Cross connect at a LD4 or over internet
Trading hours:
› 24 hours, 7 days / week (except 22:00 - 22:05 daily)
Min. trade size:
› 0.01 coins (Bitcoin, Ethereum, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin); 1 coin (Ripple)
Commissions:
› Institutional clients: 5bps (passive)/15bps (aggressive)
› Liquidity providers: 5bps
Execution:
› Matching latency under 350µs
› High throughput >100,000 messages/second
› Superior exchange performance: uptime 100%
› All orders time-stamped in microseconds (receipt to execution)
Client types:
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